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Every effort has been made to ensure that this
publication is free from error at the date of printing.

Ellenbrook Arts wishes to acknowledge the Wadjuk
Noongar people who are the traditional custodians
of this land. We pay our respects to the elders; past,
present and future

2018-19

Following another positive year for the
Ellenbrook Cultural Foundation, trading as
Ellenbrook Arts, my sincere thanks and
appreciation to the Board Members for their
contribution and support, and to the volunteers
whose hard work makes this organization run
so smoothly. Thank you for contributing your
time, your expertise and your guidance to the
gallery and to the team. Without your efforts
the community would not have nearly the same
access to quality art and culture experiences
in the high street of their town. Also thanks to
Debbie and Gemma for their hard work and
commitment.
In 2018-19, Ellenbrook Arts has continued to
focus on its core objective of promoting culture
and the arts for Ellenbrook and surrounds. An
important added objective this year was to work
towards the imminent transition away from the
20 year funding support from the Ellenbrook
Joint Venture. With a rapidly expanding
population, the arrival of the train line, new
main roads opening up, and a large shopping
centre development underway, Ellenbrook Arts
recognizes the importance of maximising on
this growth, and wise navigation into this future
continues to be a priority for the coming year
ahead. To this end, a comprehensive proposal
was presented to the City of Swan in January
2019 to seek recognition of Ellenbrook as
second cultural hub within the City and to make
available an annual funding source to ensure the
work of Ellenbrook Arts can continue.
We were delighted that Council resolved in
August 2019 to establish funding for an arts
and culture programme in the Ellenbrook
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locality from 1 July 2020. It is understood
that Ellenbrook Arts will have the opportunity
through an expression of interest process to
seek to manage these funds on behalf of the
City and in doing so continue our important
work. Accordingly, the next year will be
critical on being able to continue the legacy of
Ellenbrook Arts.
Reflecting on the past year, there have been
some extraordinary offerings in the annual
program of exhibitions. Starting with a high tech
robotic display by Robert Andrew in February,
as part of Fringe World, followed by Jude van
der Merwe’s Machines and Makers in April, and
the stunning Desmond Woodley retrospective
for NAIDOC week in partnership with DADAA.
The Annual Ellenbrook Open Art Award held in
August 2019 featuring the work of local artists,
was this year accompanied by an impressive
digital display in the shopping centre, increasing
our audiences and engagement and celebrating
the artworks to a much larger audience than
ever before. I wish to thank our sponsors for
their support and the team for the hard work
that goes in behind the scenes to make the art
award happen.
The Grapevine Community Art Space continues
to operate as a hub for local arts and crafts
groups who meet to work and socialise
together. I am looking forward to seeing
the fruits of these labours in our member’s
exhibition to be held in December this year.

Danny Murphy
Chairperson
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I must start by recognising and thanking my
team. In the past year we said goodbye to
Ashleigh Reardon who was a great support
to the organization, updating procedures and
also putting her artistic eye into photographing
exhibitions, boosting our marketing and social
media presence, and installing exhibitions.
I warmly welcome Debbie Parker who has
quickly proven herself to be a highly capable
and motivated book keeper, administrative
assistant and venue manager. Debbie brings to
the role a great deal of experience in property
management and book keeping as well as a
can-do attitude and plenty of enthusiasm and
ideas for the future success of the Foundation.
I would also like to welcome our new volunteer
coordinator, Andrea Thompson, whose
background in HR and sales is of real benefit
to the team, and has allowed for a greater
engagement and more effective management of
the volunteer program. Andrea, who is working
in a voluntary capacity to coordinate and care
for our volunteers, ensures that we are keeping
up with trends in the way that not for profit
organizations operate on a primarily volunteer
workforce. I wish to also give my thanks and
appreciation to the ECF Board Members who
are also voluntary and who provide leadership
and strategic thinking.
Volunteering is so important in a not-for-profit
environment and allows us operate effectively.
I wish to thank all our volunteers for their
time over the past year, and to recognise your
commitment and hard work. I am aware that life
is busy and we must be careful when deciding
how to spend our precious time, and I thank you
for choosing to spend some of yours here with
us in the gallery. This year we have recruited
some new volunteers from a range of ages,
who are actively and cheerfully participating in
installing exhibitions, gallery sitting, and helping

to set up and look after guests at events. We
have also benefited from the knowledge of
stalwarts who have served the ECF for many
years in various capacities. Thank you to you all.
I am continuously impressed by the recognition
of the importance of art and culture in this
community, and the way that people get
together to proactively make things happen.
Art and culture, it seems, is a genuine passion
for many people in this community. This is
consistently demonstrated by the array of
festivals, events, sundowners, lunches, parades
and social opportunities that are on offer, and
I have tried to ensure that Ellenbrook Arts is
participating and maintaining a presence in
these wherever possible. It is important that
these opportunities continue, as they are
vital to keeping connections and networks
alive, ultimately leading to a strong, healthy
community.
As ever, the exhibition program has been at
the core of our activities, maximising on our
key strength, the gorgeous gallery space. In
preparing for this program way back in 2018,
it was exciting to envisage a range of diverse
visual arts experiences that are a mixture of
stories that are both of and for the community,
and the content has not disappointed, each one
has been so rewarding to unpack and present.
In October 2018 we presented Mixed Feelings,
an exhibition of primary school aged artists
supported by Healthway, showing art made in
workshops facilitated by artists Neil Elliot and
Nathan Hoyle at Malvern Springs and Ellen
Stirling Primary Schools. This was followed
by Chocolate Box, the annual Member’s
exhibition held at Christmas time and part of the
Elfenbrook Christmas Pageant. In early 2019,
I was pleased to introduce Ellenbrook Arts to
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the FRINGE WORLD 2019 program with the
awe-inspiring Mutable Histories exhibition by
Brisbane based Yaruwu artist, Robert Andrew.
This exhibition picked up a coveted prize and
wowed us with its blend of technical precision
and spiritual complexity and depth. From one
type of machinery to another, this was closely
followed by Machines and Makers in March and
April, 2019, a touring exhibition curated by Jude
van der Merwe and presented by Art on the
Move. A solo exhibition of work by Judy Rogers,
entitled Body from the Suitcase, in May / June,
2019, focussed on mixed media studies of the
human form.
Mid-year and the winter weather brought us
Desmond Woodley’s retrospective, Here, There
and Back Again, in collaboration with DADAA
and part of NAIDOC week celebrations, curated
by Esther McDowell Kickett. Sales and visitation
was high for this exhibition and received critical
acclaim from the industry. The Ellenbrook Open
Art Award followed in August, with an array
of local artists, Eva Fernandez picking up the
top prize for her photographic piece entitled
Dexter and Sinister. This was followed by two
solo exhibitions held side by side; Sebastian
Steed’s Makeover (For the Disposable and
Discarded) and Ellenbrook-local artist, Benn
Francis with Face to Face gracing the gallery
walls in September and October. Katie Sharples,
Zoe Wittber and Mandy Harwood bring Fight
or Flight, The Persistence of Nature in October,
alongside Susan Hoy’s solo Beverley to Curtin
Springs. Overall, the exhibition program this year
has been rigorously considered and curated, and
provided plenty of scope for critical reflection,
drawing strong audience numbers to the gallery.

paying off, with future finding and support likely
to come to fruition from the City of Swan as a
major sponsor, as the Foundation transitions
away from its longstanding sponsor, LWP
Property Group. I sincerely thank Ellenbrook
Place Management and the LWP Property Group
for their generous and substantial support of the
Ellenbrook Cultural Foundation in past year and
of course in the many years previous.
I acknowledge our sponsors for another fabulous
annual Ellenbrook Open Art Award. Once again,
we felt its impact in cultivating excellence for
artists and promoting their work to a wide
audience. I also thank Healthway and the City
of Swan, and in particular the City of Swan’s
Youth Services Team, for their ongoing support,
creativity and wonderful contribution to our
annual program.
I am looking forward to 2020 with great
optimism, in anticipation of new growth in our
programming, community engagement and
audience reach.

Gemma Ben-Ary
Executive Director

Planning for the years ahead has been another
very important activity at the forefront in 2019.
Cultural auditing and strategic thinking was
an investment in 2018 and 2019, and is now
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ABOUT ELLENBROOK ARTS
OUR VISION

OUR SPONSORS

A community defined by its appreciation of
artistic and cultural activities and pursuits.

LWP Property Group
City of Swan
Ellenbrook Central

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to assist in the creation of a
diverse, healthy and cohesive community. We will
achieve this by facilitating the delivery of quality,
engaging arts and cultural experiences across a
range of art forms to the Ellenbrook community
and surrounding suburbs.

Healthway
Metropolitan Picture Framers
Vidtiser
Jessica Shaw
Prime Projects

OUR STAFF
Gemma Ben-Ary, Executive Director
Debbie Parker, Bookkeeper / Admin assistant

OUR BOARD
Polla Posavec
Anthony Alborn
Sharon Gayski
Graham Mills
Gregor Hart
Danny Murphy (chair)
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Healthway Act-BelongCommit Community
Engagement Programme 2018

Community
Engagement

Springs Primary School in term two, creating
quirky and interesting creatures from recycled
materials. Fremantle artist, Nathan Hoyle was
engaged as an arts worker during term three
at Ellen Stirling Primary School, exploring ideas

Since its inception in 2016, this program

around Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things

has directly involved thousands of school-

Are, as well as teaching the students about the

aged children and given them access to art

Waugul and local Noongar history. An exhibition

and cultural experiences and has promoted

of the outcomes of these workshops occurred

the mental health message broadly to the

between 15 October – 12 November in the

community. The campaign is focused on

gallery.

delivering the ‘Act, Belong, Commit’ message,
and promotes the idea that being mentally
healthy is as important as staying physically
fit. Our program was designed to deliver this
message in a wide variety of fun and engaging
ways, to many different young people in
Ellenbrook, in liaison with local schools and the
City of Swan youth services team.
Delivered in collaboration with the City of Swan
Youth team, this program has focussed on teens
aged between 12-18 years in Ellenbrook across
a range of arts activities, including visual arts

Thank a Volunteer Day
Thank a Volunteer Day was celebrated on
December 5 with a morning tea. Attendees
Anthony Alborn, Atholie Mills, Bev Chitty, Edna
Darge, Graham Mills, Jeanette Elson, Linda
Villiers, Norma Schwind, Natasha Chappell and
Teraza Palezza participated in an informal roundtable discussion, allowing volunteers to give
feedback, make comments and put forward
ideas for future volunteering activities.

and music, culminating in the EYE Exhibition
held between 13 November – 1 December
2018. Activities ranged from hip-hop workshops,
Aboriginal weaving, t-shirt designs, Bollywood
dance, wearable art, and much more.
Professional arts workers were engaged to
deliver arts workshops to selected local primary
schools aimed to promote the Act-BelongCommit message. Glen Forest artist, Neil Elliot,
worked with several year 6 groups at Malvern
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Aveley Community Festival

Open Studios

A City of Swan community grant allowed for a

The inaugural Ellenbrook Swan Open Studios

display and art and craft workshops at Aveley

event is scheduled for 9 November 2019, with

festival 2019 and an opportunity for Grapevine

twenty local artists opening their doors to the

groups to become involved and promote their

public to discuss their work and processes,

work to the community. Art and craft activities

providing visitors with a glimpse behind the

were very popular, keeping many busy little

gallery walls into the artist’s domain.

hands occupied with Easter egg painting,
stencilling, colouring and chalk dawing.

Friends of the Arts Group

Kid’s Art Competition

We are currently recruiting a new coordinator of
the Friends of the Arts Group.

In April – May 2019 the ECF ran an art
competition for local primary school aged
children based on native flora and fauna and
healthy eating, with prizes of gift vouchers at
local art and craft shops awarded.

Targa West Rally
During the Targa West rally, a preview of the

Aveley Festival

Ellenbrook Open Art Award was on display.
The gallery opened for the evening, offering
temporary food stalls, and attracting many new
visitors who would not normally know about the
gallery space. It was exciting having the engines
revving outside the gallery door, and overall this
was a really nice family event in the Main Street.
A rally car was on display in the front gallery
space, and a number of new members able to
sign up on the night.
Targa West
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Volunteers

Exit and toilet signage replaced
Grapevine procedures were updated in August

There are currently fifteen active volunteers. Our
volunteering program is bolstered by the City of
Swan’s recruitment process and supported by a
voluntary coordinator.

2019
User agreements updated
A biannual property inspection relating to
the City’s lease agreement took place, with
several small actions taken according to lease

With thanks to the current volunteers:
Tristan Fourie, Jay Lassey, Edna Darge, Margaret
Kidson, Helen Spencer, Peter Smith, Corey
Pearson, Lorna Walton, Norma Schwind,
Michelle Hansen, Khan Oakland, John Park,
Terasa Palezza, Andrea Thompson, Sandy
Sweeny, Christl Wulff, Tami Esancy, Liz Arnold
and Peter Smith.

agreement

The Gallery
Routine maintenance was carried out in March
and August, 2019.
The lighting rail system and the audio visual
equipment needs updating and grants will be
sought in 2019-20 to fund the upgrades.

Memberships
The former LWP office spaces are now available
Paying memberships: 185

up 30 since 2018

Subscribers:

1,568 up 772 since 2018

Facebook followers:

1,700 up 180 since 2018

Instagram followers:

500

until March 2020 for community use.

up 353 since 2018

Membership Structure
$15 standard
$25 family
$10 concession

Venue Management
The Grapevine
The venue is due to be re-painted in December
The gardening maintenance routine has been
reviewed and reduced
9
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Healthway Primary Schools
Exhibition
Mixed Feelings
October – November, 2018
Hills-based visual Artist Neil Elliot worked
with Malvern Springs in term 2 and
Fremantle artist, Nathan Hoyle, was engaged
during term 3 at Ellen Stirling Primary School.
Both artists worked with the children
over the course of a term, looking at the
importance of keeping mentally healthy,
and teaching artistic strategies for doing so
through the use of art and craft. Neil also
taught the year 7’s how to recycle boxes
and containers and create quirky characters,
whilst Nathan taught the year 1’s some

Mixed Feelings

and the teachers and artists were also there
to say a few words of encouragement and
congratulations.

collaboration skills and together they created
a large wall work that referenced the Waugal,
and they also worked on a shelter that was
designed for their classroom as a quiet,
reflective space for reading and thinking. This
shelter was also displayed in the gallery.
There was a resulting exhibition entitled
Mixed Feelings held from 15 October – 12
November, attracting both schools, students,
parents, teachers and artists to the opening
event. One young Noongar student from
Ellen Stirling performed an acknowledgement
of country with her grandmother alongside,
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Healthway Youth Engagement
/ City of Swan
Ellenbrook Youth Exhibition (EYE)
November – December, 2018
The City of Swan Youth team / EYE
Exhibition was held between 13 November
– 1 December, attracting over 100 young
people to the opening event, who all took
part in a huge range of arts and cultural
activities including Bollywood dancing, hiphop performance, live DJ’s, live music, and
lots of pizza. A highlight of the night was
the hilarious Pictionary game between Cate

EYE Exhibition

McCullough and Kevin Bailey. It got rather
competitive. Two talented youths won an
i-pad and i-tunes vouchers for their t-shirt
logo designs, these were also on display in
the gallery during the exhibition.
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Members Exhibition 2018
Chocolate Box
5 December – 21 December
Each year members of ECF are invited to
take part in the annual Member’s Exhibition,
this year the theme was ‘Chocolate Box’.
Members were encouraged to respond to
the theme in their own way, and over sixty
exhibitors took part with an assortment of
ideas and interpretations. There were 113
artworks on display, and four sales made.
No commission is taken on this exhibition
so all sales go directly to artists. Over one
hundred visitors attended the opening event
Members Exhibition

on the 7th December, our annual members
Christmas party. Later that week the gallery
was able to promote the member’s work to
the community via the Elfenbrook Christmas
Pageant, this meant that the gallery was well

Great work and lovely welcoming
atmosphere
All great work Awesome

attended by many visitors on the day, who
took part in workshops for sugar and cake
decoration skills and other craft activities.

Comments from the guest book:
Lovely work all!
I enjoyed the exhibition.
Thank you
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Robert Andrew: Our Mutable
Histories
Curated by Gemma Ben-Ary and
Guy Ben-Ary
Part of the Perth Fringe World Festival 2019
17 January – 28 February

How lucky are we to have this wonderful
exhibition in Ellenbrook. An extraordinary
fusion of the ‘new normal’ of technology
interacting with the ‘ancient normal’ from the
earth to create a mesmerising experience.
Thank you Robert, Guy and Gemma.
Fascinating iteration. Machinery to transport

The Opening Event was well attended with

us into other ways of thinking/perceiving

members and newcomers.

An intricate symphony of machinery and

Marcus Canning, Fringe World CEO, gave

thought. Brilliant.

an official opening address, and there was

Interesting use of modern technology with

a Welcome to Country by Josh McGuire.

ancient materials. Layers of meaning. Beyond

Participation in Fringe World provided extra

words.

marketing reach and new audiences, reflected
in the visitation numbers.
Guests at opening event: 80

Incredible. Quite wonderful to think about.
Brilliant! Amazing display of patience and
incredible foresight as to how it unfolds

Visitors during exhibition:: 202

before your eyes.

Total Visits: 282

We really enjoyed spending time here!

Comments:
Incredible display of talent, passion and the
depths and intricacies of story-telling.
The layers of transgression and silence are
being ripped from the shadows and emerging
into a history un-mutable now.
Emotions are awakened so truly now Robert

Robert Andrew - Data Stratification 2019

as we learn from storytellers like you. Thank
you for showing us and awakening our
blindness.
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Machines & Makers
Curated by Jude van der Merwe
Touring WA via ART ON THE MOVE
8 March - 7 April, 2019
Featuring work by Angela McHarrie, Coral
Lowry, Eva Fernandes, Geoffrey DrakeBrockman, Judith Forest, Linda van der
Merwe, Mikaela Castledine, Nalda Searles,
Paul Caporn, Stuart Elliot, Susie Vickory and
Tee Ken Ng.
Machines & Makers captured the
extraordinary history of a disruptive
technology from the 19th Century that
changed the world. The exhibition took
us through the magic of creating stitch,
texture and beauty, and was a reflection on
the disposable clothing culture of the 21st
Century.
Guests at opening event: 75ppl approx
Visitors during exhibition:: 119

Tee Ken Ng - Of Mice and Hems

Comments:
Refreshing, innovative and fun
A very interesting exhibition. I thoroughly
enjoyed it, thank you!
Such a wonderful exhibition and program.
Walk down memory lane, chat with the lady.
Thank you!
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Judy Rogers
Body from the Suitcase
Solo exhibition
18 May - 9 June
In this exhibition Judy Rogers showed
fragmented views of the nude or semi nudes
of bodies, paintings of body parts, female and
male.
The paintings and sculptures were reflections
on personal space, domesticity, body issues,
insecurities, sex, coming of age and ageing.
Rogers is an internationally recognized
Western Australian artist. Her most recent
showing was in the Bangladesh National

Judy Rogers - 100_Silk, 2015

Gallery for the 18th Asian Art Biennale.

Guests at Opening event: approx. 60ppl
approx
Visitors during exhibition: 79
Comments:
Very good figurative work that ticks the boxes
Beautiful technique and human empathy
Wonderful exhibition! Well done all involved!

Sales: $700 in sales = $140 commission
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Desmond Woodley
Here, there and back again
15 June – 31 July
In collaboration with DADAA and
supported by the DLGSCI
Part of NAIDOC week celebrations
Desmond Woodley’s career, in some ways,
started here in the Ellenbrook Art gallery with
the exhibition Coming Together curated by
Lisa Wolfgramm in 2007, which eventually led
to his becoming a well-loved, highly collected
artist in Western Australia. This exhibition in

Desmond Woodley - Old Man Emu

2019 was a fitting way to present the past

curator of the City of Fremantle Collection,

twelve years of Woodley’s practice, featuring

and many friends and fans of the artist who

collected artworks from many private

have collected his work over the years.

collections, alongside new works.

Catering by Malingup Gallery featuring bush

The opening event was a lovely, warm

tucker and native Australian ingredients was

occasion, with a welcome to country by Josh

an interesting highlight, and entertainment

McGuire, who is a local Noongar / Ballardong

provided by Eduardo Cossio added a touch

man, and also a relative of Desmond

of country-flavoured acoustic guitar, which is

Woodley, and Esther McDowell (Kickett). The

Desmond’s preferred genre. The young and

connections between these people was not

emerging curator, Esther McDowell (Kickett)

previously known to me or to DADAA, so it

presented a reflection of her own during the

was a moment of nice synchronicity for us.

opening proceedings about the way that the

Approximately 75 people attended, including

exhibition had been woven together and its

some significant collectors and curators

impact and importance for Desmond in his

including Kate Parker, City of Perth Collection,

later life, and at this point in his career. She

and Sharon Tassicker, curator of the Janet

also commented that it has been a significant

Holmes á Court collection, Andre Lipsombe,

opportunity for her as a young aboriginal
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person to take on this challenge and has
learned a lot from the experience.
There was a beautiful catalogue, a
documentary, and an animation that
accompanied this exhibition, as well as
screening at Yagan Square throughout
NAIDOC week, 2019.
Visitors during exhibition: 135
No of Sales: 5
Value of Sales: $3,500
Comments:
Fantastic exhibition thanks for bring this to
The Ellenbrook Gallery
Awesome Exhibition!
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The Ellenbrook Open Art
Award 2019
9 August - 2 September 2019
Attendance was excellent this year thanks
to extra advertising in the shopping centre,
courtesy of a new sponsor, Vidtiser. The
opening event was well attended once again
and many people commented on the high
production values.

Liz Arnold - Reef Bowl One

Visitors during exhibition: 208
No of Sales: 3
Value of Sales: $1,900

Comments:
Great art and a lovely space giving a sense of
community

Rory Charles, Winner of the Youth Award

Fantastic talent and everyone loved the new
improved layout
Exceptionally high standard
Most amazing and touching

Jessica
Shaw

MLA

M E T R O P O L I TA N
FRAMING

Standing up for Swan Hills
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